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and behaviours that impact on all
of us. For business growth, ideas
need to be shared but by combining
expertise, a partnership can become
more specialised and successful.

In line with the scheme’s aim and structure,
the application process is competence based.
You are therefore expected to demonstrate
your occupational competency by means of:
• Written case studies to evidence
knowledge and experience in building
conservation
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• A face to face professional discussion
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• Showing a commitment to a code of
professional conduct
You are required to renew your
certification at five year intervals.
This involves a re-assessment process,
including a review of professional
development activity.
A small annual subscription fee is also
payable.
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CONTACT US TODAY
TO GET STARTED!
Call our Education team on

The Chartered Institute of Building
1 Arlington Square, Downshire Way,
Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 1WA
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t: +44 (0)1344 630700
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w: www.ciob.org
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• Instant information for junior
doctors and medical students
“on the go”
• Clinical scenarios, Clinical insight and
Guiding principles boxes
• Structured, sequential content provides
a framework for clinical thinking
• £14.95; pocket-sized guides
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We hope engage shows how our
expertise can help bring out the
best in your business.
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“ Whether working on a quick and simple job or a
high quality prestigious project, I am always relaxed,
safe in the knowledge that Forbes always achieves
the agreed deadlines and maintains good
communication throughout each job.”
For more information visit www.jpmedpub.com
or email info@jpmedpub.com
@JPMedPub

www.facebook.com/JPMedicalPublishers

Gary Crozier, Production Co-ordination Director, Marstan Press
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The ‘memory wars’

Lost in the mall
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The so-called “memory wars” began
in 1990, when Loftus got a call from
a lawyer defending George Franklin.

Loftus’ “Lost in the mall” study,
published in 1996, showed that
about one fifth of study participants
could be led to believe that they had
experienced an event that never
actually happened!

Can you
trust your
memories?
In this edition of
engage,we briefly look
at Elizabeth Loftus, one
of the most influential
psychologists of all time,
and also one of the most
controversial in her role
of how memory works.

Repressed memories
Elizabeth Loftus is one of the most
highly regarded psychologists of all
time, and also one of the most
controversial.
In the 1970s, Loftus published a series
of influential studies about the fallibility
of eyewitness testimony. She has been
trying to make the implications of her
findings known ever since, but only now
is her work is beginning to have a real
impact.
Loftus’s role in legal cases involving
allegations of childhood sexual abuse,
based on recovered memories, has
drawn praise, yet also made her the
target of lawsuits and death threats.
“Many of these individuals accused their
parents, their neighbours, teachers,
dentists and some people were
convicted,” she said.
Her research into using false memories
to modify behaviour (such as eating
disorders), is regarded by some
as highly unethical: others though
consider the implications as positively
transforming.

Franklin’s daughter accused him of
murdering her best friend decades
earlier, after apparently recovering
long-lost memories of the crime
during therapy. “There I was,” says
Loftus, “witnessing the conviction of a
man based on nothing more than the
claim of a repressed memory.” Intrigued,
she examined scientific material and,
failing to find any convincing evidence
for the claim that traumatic memories
can be buried and recovered, she testified
to that effect in the trial.
Despite always insisting he was innocent,
Franklin was the first man to be jailed
on the basis of a “recovered memory.”
He spent five years in jail, before doubts
over the validity of his daughter’s
testimony were raised, and his conviction
was overturned.
A number of high-profile cases followed
that seemed to support those psychiatrists
who believed it was possible for children
to recover memories of abuse years later.
Others, however, including Professor
Elizabeth Loftus, argued that there was
no scientific evidence to support these
“memories”.

Unreliable witnesses
Led by Elizabeth Loftus, research in
the early 1970s demonstrated that
an interviewer could influence
interviewees’ responses by
manipulating the phrasing of a
question.
In an oft-cited 1974 experiment, she
found that witnesses to a car crash could
be persuaded to testify to false
memories, such as seeing a car travel
at different speeds, depending on the
wording used to describe the resulting
crash.
In the 1980s, amidst fears that police
questioning techniques were producing
inaccurate or unreliable eyewitness
testimonies, an alternative set of
methods were proposed. In a 1985
paper, R. Edward Geiselman suggested
that witnesses be encouraged to relive a
previous event, recalling unrelated facts
regarding a crime scene, such as the
weather and any passers-by, so that they
may more accurately experience and
recall memories specific to a particular
crime.
This was termed the ‘cognitive
interview’, and was found to produce
more accurate recollections of events
than standard interview methods.

24 participants were to be presented
with four stories from when they were
between 4 and 6 years old, three of which
were true, and one false. To get the
true stories, the researchers spoke to the
participants’ relatives, to get three events
for each person which had really
happened. The chosen events were not
emotionally difficult to recall.
Then, each family was asked to provide
an example of another event that could
have possibly happened, but never did.
In each case, the false event was getting
lost in a shopping mall.
Relatives provided details of a specific
shopping mall it could have been along
with other details to make the fake story
realistic.
Of the 24 participants, five falsely
recalled the made up ‘lost in the mall’
event as a genuine real memory
(although participants understandably
found the implanted memory much less
clear).
Considering the very low level of
suggestion or coercion involved in the
interviews, it showed the possibility of
implanting false memories.

Making it fit
Many people believe that memory
works something like a videotape.
Storing information is like a recording:
remembering it is like playing back what
was recorded. However, memory does
not work in this way: we do not store
information exactly as it is presented to
us.
In reality, people store memories in the
way that makes the most sense to them.
We make sense of information by trying
to fit it into schemas (a pattern of
repeated actions), which are a way of
organising details.
In Elizabeth Loftus’s mind, memory is
like a Wikipedia page: anyone can add
to it or, with the right factors, rewrite it.
One of her key discoveries was proving
that people will recall events differently,
depending on how they are questioned,
whether by a psychologist or a police
officer.

